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The Southeast Side can be easy to miss as you speed across the Chicago 
Skyway on the way from downtown Chicago to Indiana. But look closely and 
you’ll see the mix of church towers and smokestacks next to the highway 
that mark the predominantly Latinx community. 

This last year has been a hard one for residents of the East Side 
neighborhood in particular. The COVID-19 pandemic has meant deaths of 
loved ones and the closing of businesses. Many people here did not have 
the luxury of working at home during the pandemic lockdowns. Over half 
of East Side residents work in essential businesses or operations, putting 
themselves at risk of the disease or death to feed their families. 

The pandemic has also exacerbated existing challenges of racism, poverty 
and pollution in the East Side. In a largely working class neighborhood, the 
factories and heavy industries of the Southeast Side provided residents jobs 
that many Chicagoans don’t want to do. But the toxic byproducts of heavy 
industries have meant residents here suffer increased risk of lung cancer 
and asthma. Longtime organizer Peggy Salazar calls the area the city’s 
“sacrifice zone,” a place where people’s health has been sacrificed for the 
benefit of other richer -- and whiter -- parts of the city.

In this moment of darkness, a group of young Latinx organizers have 
come together with a message of hope. With their first meeting in 2018, 
the Southeast Youth Alliance knew they wanted to amplify opportunities 
and make resources available for young people in the area. To many SYA 
members, the proposed move of recycler General Iron from a largely white 
North Side neighborhood to one where 70 percent of residents speak 
Spanish at home feels like yet another example of how their city has failed 
them.

“Reclaiming the Sacrifice Zone” follows the work of SYA organizers at this 
critical moment on the East Side. Illustrated by local Venezuelan artist Mike 
Centeno and reported by local journalist and SYA member Maria Maynez 
with support from Borderless Magazine’s staff, the comic tells the true story 
of how young Latinx people in Chicago have built power among some of 
those most marginalized in our city. 

“We want local youth to know if you don’t like something, you have the 
power to change it,” says SYA member and co-founder Sara Galván Orozco. 

We hope that after reading this comic, you too see this power in yourself. 

https://www.cmap.illinois.gov/updates/all/-/asset_publisher/UIMfSLnFfMB6/content/metropolitan-chicago-s-essential-workers-disproportionately-low-income-people-of-color#:~:text=of%20the%20region.-,Where%20essential%20workers%20live,%2C%20DuPage%2C%20and%20Will%20counties.
https://www.cmap.illinois.gov/updates/all/-/asset_publisher/UIMfSLnFfMB6/content/metropolitan-chicago-s-essential-workers-disproportionately-low-income-people-of-color#:~:text=of%20the%20region.-,Where%20essential%20workers%20live,%2C%20DuPage%2C%20and%20Will%20counties.
https://www.chicagohealthatlas.org/community-areas/east-side
https://www.chicagohealthatlas.org/community-areas/east-side
https://www.cmap.illinois.gov/documents/10180/126764/East+Side.pdf
https://www.cmap.illinois.gov/documents/10180/126764/East+Side.pdf


Hidden between bridges and state lines, huddled underneath the 

Skyway, the Southeast Side is easy to miss. For Oscar 

Sánchez, it has been home since 1997. 

Born and raised in the area, he can remember the days he 

would spend playing at the local parks and beaches with his 

family. But the days outside were often darkened by the local 

factories and steel mills, which have occupied 

the Southeast Side for decades.

Sánchez’s younger brother 

suffered from asthma and other 

breathing issues to the point that he had to use a 

breathing mask connected to a machine at night. Francisco 

would ask their parents why he had to be that way.

The Southeast Side has some of the worst air pollution in the city. Asthma rates here are over 

double the city’s average. Lung cancer rates in the area are also above the city’s average. 

Me and my brother would 

play a game, and we would count 

how many diesel trucks would pass by. 

That,s how bad it was, it was 

normalized.

why can,t i 

just be normal?

http://https://www.chicagohealthatlas.org/indicators/asthma
https://www.chicagohealthatlas.org/indicators/lung-cancer-incidence


Industry had provided a stable livelihood for many on the 

Southeast Side. Among those families who counted on the 

steel and petcoke industries was Peggy Salazar,s.

When U.S. Steel closed its mills in 1992 and 

petcoke producers were required to cover the 

dangerous black dust from their operations in 

2014, Salazar celebrated the victories. She and 

others hoped for development, for something 

better to come and provide clean, safe jobs. But 

the land scarred by industrial waste sat empty 

for years.

But it came at a cost. Seeing the environmental and 

health costs to her community, Salazar became an 

environmental organizer. She rallied and led tours to 

bring attention to what she calls "the sacrifice zone" 

— whole swaths of the Southeast Side that the city has 

decided can be burdened with pollution.

We saw the pattern of 

the gentrification and 

revitalization going on on 

the North Side. And I quickly 

became aware that we were 

going to be accommodating 

of all that beautiful 

revitalization while our 

community continued to go 

through degradation.

Most of the people 

who worked in the steel 

mills were immigrants, or they 

were people who didn,t go 

on to college.

You did what 

you had to to earn a 
,decent living.,

https://grist.org/justice/epa-investigation-southeast-side-chicago-scrapyard/amp/?__twitter_impression=true&amp


Southeast Side 

activists quickly realized 

that this would be a new kind 

of fight without the support 

of “big greens.” They would 

be on their own. 

That pattern could not be clearer when, in 2018, the longtime metal scrapper General Iron* 

announced its plans to move from a wealthy North Side neighborhood to the Southeast 

Side. During its six decades in Lincoln Park, the recycling facility had major fires and 

explosions, and it received citations for excessive air emissions. 

General Iron’s new location 

in the East Side neighborhood would 

be run by Reserve Management Group and cost $80 

million to build and operate. The company calls 

itself “a recycler, not a polluter.” It recycles over 

740,000 tons of metal products a year and “employs 

approximately 130 people, mostly minorities,” 

according to the company’s website. 

The proposed General Iron 

location is half a mile from the 

local elementary and high schools. For young 

people on the Southeast Side like Sánchez and 

Luis Cabrales, that was unacceptable.

Regardless of what they promise, I don,t care. We don,t want history repeating 

itself. People join the fight against General Iron because as a community 

we,re healing, we,re moving on. We want better jobs, not jobs that continue 

to contribute to this contamination.

*Reserve Management Group, General Iron’s parent company, denied Borderless Magazine’s request for an interview.

https://blockclubchicago.org/2020/11/10/general-irons-18k-payment-for-years-of-pollution-is-too-little-too-late-activists-say-and-neighbors-are-again-being-left-in-the-dark/
https://blockclubchicago.org/2020/11/10/general-irons-18k-payment-for-years-of-pollution-is-too-little-too-late-activists-say-and-neighbors-are-again-being-left-in-the-dark/


Sánchez and Cabrales joined other members of the Southeast Youth Alliance and local 

high school students to speak out about the proposed recycling facility. To them, it 

was no longer just about keeping General Iron out of the East Side. It was also about 

being seen as a community deserving of a better way of life. 

As the General Iron move gained traction, community 

members and activists turned to Chicago,s political 

leaders for help. Protesters met with 10th 

Ward Ald. Susan Sadlowski Garza and gathered 

outside Mayor Lori Lightfoot,s house in 2020.

Tired of relying on 

elected officials, 

younger activists 

began to organize 

as they led the 

fight against 

General Iron. 

The first rally hosted by youth 

activists was on the steps of George 

Washington High School, located 

right across the street from the new 

location for General Iron. In just 

two short months, the anger of a few 

organizers had turned into a movement.

Under pressure, Garza asked the state 

to stop its review of General Iron,s 

permit during the coronavirus pandemic 

to allow for greater community input. 

But like generations of environmental 

organizers before them, Southeast Side 

residents felt largely abandoned by 

their government.

https://news.wttw.com/2020/11/14/protesters-gather-near-lightfoots-home-oppose-general-iron-plan
https://news.wttw.com/2020/11/14/protesters-gather-near-lightfoots-home-oppose-general-iron-plan
https://blockclubchicago.org/2020/06/17/alderman-calls-on-state-to-halt-general-irons-permit-review-for-move-to-east-side/
https://blockclubchicago.org/2020/06/17/alderman-calls-on-state-to-halt-general-irons-permit-review-for-move-to-east-side/


Time seemed to speed up for East Side Residents as the day when General Iron would finally 

make its big move neared. The organizers realized that they would need to act fast if 

they were going to convince 

the City of Chicago to deny 

General Iron,s request to move 

to the East Side.

In January 2021, Sánchez 

joined Chuck Stark, a teacher 

at George Washington 

High School, and Breanna 

Bertacchi, a member of the 

United Neighbors of the 

10th Ward, in a hunger strike 

against General Iron. 

During their month-long hunger 

strike, more than 100 people 

participated in a one-day hunger 

strike to show solidarity both in 

Chicago and nationwide. More than 

70 health care and social justice 

organizations and 500 individuals 

signed a letter to Mayor Lightfoot 

supporting the hunger strikers and 

demanding that the mayor deny the 

recycler,s permit.  

"We do this because we care not  

only about our ancestors who were 

exploited, but about our future 

generations.” Said Sánchez. “The hunger 

strike is a culmination of both reflecting 

on our demonstration and seeing what is 

the next escalation that we can do to 

get the mayor,s attention and the Chicago 

Department of Public Health,s attention."

This fight has been 

going on for years in the city. 

We don,t want these polluters  

here destroying our home. They 

are putting our health on  

the line.

Every 

time another 

industry comes down 

here, it’s another nail 

in our coffin.

A week later, the city announced that it was 

delaying General Iron,s permit in order to assess 

the impact of air pollution in the area. 

https://www.checookcounty.org/stopgeneraliron-denythepermit
https://www.checookcounty.org/stopgeneraliron-denythepermit
https://www.checookcounty.org/stopgeneraliron-denythepermit
https://www.checookcounty.org/stopgeneraliron-denythepermit
https://chicago.suntimes.com/2021/3/15/22331734/general-iron-rmg-air-quality-pollution-environmental-impact-lori-lightfoot-hud


But whatever the city’s decision, the discussion about 

the health of the Southeast Side was just beginning. The 

Southeast Youth Alliance members are dreaming of a future 

that is not bound by the chains of environmental racism and 

corruption.

On Earth Day, organizers gathered to plant trees across the street from 

the proposed General Iron site.  They still did not know whether the city 

would approve General Iron’s permit. 

"I,d love to see a center that is 

dedicated to sports and academics; 

teaching the youth discipline on and 

off the field. Perhaps a center with 

basketball courts and classrooms 

within the facility." 

-ROGER RODRÍGUEZ

"I would love to see a 

sustainable farm with free  

food for any community member. 

Or maybe a rec center with a nice 

basketball court and track." 

-LINA AVALOS

“Local businesses, especially 

down Ewing, you know, local 

shops, coffeehouses, and maybe 

a little thrift store. That 

would be cute.”  

- MARITZA DARLING-RAMOS

"This is a fight for 
resources. It,s a fight 

for survival, and we do 
it with love." 

-OSCAR Sánchez



Reclaiming the Sacrifice Zone tells the true story of the youth-led 
campaign for environmental justice on the Southeast Side. Reported 
by Borderless Magazine in partnership with youth organizers at SYA, 

this piece of comic journalism is available in both English and Spanish.  

Borderless Magazine believes in the power of immigrant voices. We 
are your multilingual source for immigration stories in the Midwest. 
Based in Chicago, we’re a women- and BIPOC-run nonprofit news 

outlet reimagining immigration journalism with a lens on justice. Your 
donations pay for our work.    

www.borderlessmag.org

The Southeast Youth Alliance (SYA) is committed to establishing 
an inclusive environment for youth to come together and expand 

perspectives in the community.  
www.facebook.com/SoutheastYouthAlliance

http://www.borderlessmag.org 
www.facebook.com/SoutheastYouthAlliance

